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IL DOLCE FORNO
Pastries and baked goods for large-scale distribution 
and the hotel and catering industry.

Il Dolce Forno produces artisanal baked 
good based on traditional recipes and 
authentic flavours: cakes, single-serve 
tarts, frittelle (Venetian-style doughnuts), 
muffins, strudel and other pastries and 
baked goods, both fresh and frozen.

The excellent quality of our pastries comes 
from combining constant innovation in 
production processes and the artisanal 
“style” that characterizes our products.

Our goal is to bake the best desserts by 
taking advantage of antique, traditional 
pastry recipes while maintaining the quality 
of the product at the right price for families 
which consume quick, but quality meals, 
rich in goodness and tradition.



BAKERS SINCE 1955

In the 80s, their son Angelo, started specialising in freezing some pastry 
products like cakes, single-serve tarts, cannoli, strudel, Sacher and other 
desserts, thus founding Il Dolce Forno. Thanks to this technique, the desserts 
are baked and cooled down rapidly to maintain their organoleptic and flavour 
characteristics to offer a product that is completely safe from a hygienic-
sanitary point of view.

Eleonora and Samuele, Angelo’s children, are the third generation. Like their 
father, they inherited the same passion for pastries and started working for the 
historical family business.

To better cater to the needs of the hotel and catering and large-scale 
distribution industries, a new production plant was opened in September 
2019. Thanks to the new plant, which increased production exponentially, a 
department dedicated to the development of new products was created and 
the most important food processing and safety certifications were obtained.

Il Dolce Forno opened its doors in the 1950s. 
The founders, Jole and Luigi Gallina, started 
by buying a retail space and then a small 
bakery where they started to bake sweets, 
thus becoming producers of pastries, both 
frozen and fresh.



Il Dolce Forno is equipped to offer its clients high quality products in accordance 
with contractual specifications and at the highest level of food safety. For 
some time the company has been following the HACCP standard verifying 
every production and quality control stage. The company is also IFS FOOD 
and UTZ Cocoa certified.

The IFS Food certification is an international standard which enables us to 
the make a careful selection and verification of our suppliers. This means our 
products surpass the strictest food safety standards required by the large-scale 
distribution and hotel and catering industries.

The UTZ Cocoa certification defines the standards for sustainable agriculture, 
including a system that monitors the production and origin of the cocoa, 
clearly tracing the origin of the raw material. Thus there is the guarantee that 
the cocoa purchased was produced with ethically and environmentally-sound 
processes and that it is a sustainable product.

QUALITY AND
CERTIFICATIONS

HACCP



GREEN COMPANY
Environmental sustainability 
is an fundamental strategic factor for us and for our planet.

In the new production plant, a series of low environmental impact measures 
and technologies were implemented. We reduced the use of chemical 
substances and compounds, started using alternative energy sources and 
increasingly optimizing water consumption.

About 40% of the plant is powered by a system of high efficiency solar panels 
installed on the roof; thus, heavily reducing CO2 emissions.

The new cooling and freezing system combined with the significant automation 
of the production processes has greatly reduced the consumption of water. 
We are saving about 33% with respect to the previous production systems.

The cooling system installed both for the big refrigeration units and for the 
air-conditioning of the offices, does not utilize the dangerous Freon gas, but 
rather an innovative process involving the use of ammonia, a natural and eco-
sustainable coolant which does not contribute to global warming.

All plastic packaging used to pack our desserts consists of 100% recyclable 
PET sheets. This means that once it reaches the end of its life cycle, the 
packaging can be reused an infinite number of times in accordance with 
European directive for a sustainable circular economy.



The driving philosophy behind Il Dolce 
Forno has always been optimising the 
production processes for continuous 
growth. This combination of technology 
and tradition has allowed us to increase 
our production capacity, while always 
maintaining the artisanal quality of our 
desserts.

Our production lines are flexible, thus 
making it possible to have quite a wide 
variety of fresh and frozen desserts 
like cakes, single-serve cakes and tarts, 
crostate (short crust pastry), frittelle 
(Venetian-style doughnuts), muffins, 
strudel, chocolate salami (chocolate-based 
dessert that looks like salami) and other 
baked goods, both with the Il Dolce Forno 
o private-named labels.

Moreover, thanks to the new product 
development department, we are able to 
create and customise desserts following 
specific requests made by the client and 
based on a continuously evolving market.

PRODUCTION
We have been producing frozen and 
fresh pastries for three generations. The 
human touch of our artisan bakers is still 
present on every product, making our top-
quality baked goods unique.
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Samuele Gallina
 Ceo

        samuele.gallina@ildolceforno.com
        linkedin.com/in/samuelegallina/

Angelo Gallina
 Founder

        angelo.gallina@ildolceforno.com

Eleonora Gallina
 General Manager

        eleonora.gallina@ildolceforno.com
        linkedin.com/in/eleonora-gallina/

Il Dolce Forno

Via Mure, 43/45
31030 Altivole (TV) Italy
P.IVA 01914550262

T. +39 0423 923095 - F. +39 0423 925935
info@ildolceforno.com
ildolceforno.com
linkedin.com/company/ildolceforno/

SALES
        sales@ildolceforno.com

PURCHASING OFFICE
        acquisti@ildolceforno.com

ADMINISTRATION
        amministrazione@ildolceforno.com

QUALITY CONTROL
        qualita@ildolceforno.com

MARKETING
        marketing@ildolceforno.com

Veneto
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